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ISSUE#1
We at Rock Lifestyle UK would like
to say a massive THANK YOU for
downloading our first issue of Rock
Lifestyle Magazine.
We’ve made sure to pack this
magazine out with incredible artists
and exclusive content that you can
only find in this issue.
Our magazines will be released on a
monthly basis and will be
completely free to download. We
may be including some paid extras
in future releases so you can get
your hands on some awesome
goodies, so make sure to watch out
for that!
One again, thank you for reading,
we would love to know what you
think, so drop us a message on our
socials or via email.
Thank you,
Rock Lifestyle UK

CONTENTS
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COPING & ADAPTING
IN THE COVID-19 ERA
Vocalist, Connor McGovern spoke
to us about how he and his band,
Shadow Smile, have been coping &
adapting throughout the pandemic.
“Like all bands and artists, Shadow
Smile have faced our own set of
unique challenges over the past
year. But we are kicking down the
doors of 2021 and making sure we
do this right. It will come as no
surprise that all of our 2020 touring
plans were scrapped during the
‘Ongoing Global Bastard’ that is
COVID-19.
Acts from the top to the bottom of
the food chain have cancelled or
postponed their 2020 dates to 2021,
and then many have pushed them
back once more into 2022. Since we
didn’t want to hold on to anyone’s
money for longer than necessary,
we went with the cancelling option
and, instead, decided to do what
we do best: adapt and find a way to
bring some entertainment to our
fans.
In a time of uncertainty and anxiety
for the whole world, we got our
heads together to think about what
we could do and decided that, the
day before the UK-wide lockdown,
we would stream our full set with
our full touring production including
lighting and pyro.

Shadow Smile Vocalist
Connor McGovern
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To my knowledge, we were the first
band to get a full-production live
stream out during the pandemic
which is something I am personally
very proud of. Of course, I won’t
suggest for a second that other
bands took influence from us doing
this, I’m sure we’re not really on
the radar of bands such as Clutch,
Avatar, Hollywood Undead and other
high-profile bands in the scene who
have since streamed incredible live
performances across the internet.
But I do think it is a testament to

Shadow Smile Bassist
Ethan Goebel-Todd

the relationship that we have with
our fans, it was simply unthinkable
for us to let down the people who
make what we do possible and we
couldn’t settle for a quick acoustic
set live from the living room when
we knew we could do something
special.

When various levels of restrictions
continued for longer than 12 weeks
initially predicted, we decided to
use the time to press ahead with
new music. We had been writing
individually since the start and
we’re going to wait until after the
tour to start putting ideas together
into proper songs, but
circumstances forced us to be
creative with our writing: if we
couldn’t get together in person we
would do it virtually. Cue many
zoom calls and late night calls to
discuss guitar parts and harmonies.
As restrictions eased, we headed to
Treehouse Studios the day after
While She Sleeps concluded their
‘Sleeps Society’ sessions and
recorded ‘Marionette’ with Daniel
Jeffery, who is continuing to act as
Producer on our sessions for future
songs (no spoilers!)
Despite all of the heartbreak and
anguish in the world right now, we
are finding ways to work and push
forward. Hopefully we will be able
to get out there and perform again
before too long. In the meantime
we will continue to form great
relationships with new fans while
doing all we can for the amazing
people who have supported us so
far. We have developed a great
relationship with our producer,
Daniel, who has pushed us harder
than we’ve ever been pushed in the
studio and we will keep adapting
where we need to. Until we meet
again in person, please stay safe
and healthy”

Shadow Smile Guitarist
Ciaran Frost

Shadow Smile Drummer
Joe Jimmy Fletcher

ROCK LIFESTYLE UK
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“As a band we get labelled with a lot of
different genres - occult rock, stoner rock,
doom. But really, it's pretty
uncomplicated: we're horror movie
obsessives playing rock & roll, and that
tradition all began with two bands we've
paid homage to with recent cover
versions, Black Sabbath and now the
Alice Cooper Band. We hope you dig our
cover of 'Under My Wheels' - it's probably
the first and last time you'll hear a doowop backing vocal on a Green Lung
track.” Green Lung - April 2021

50 YEARS LATER
ALICE COOPER
KILLER

Featuring Track: 1.) Under My Wheels
Band Members:
Tom Templar - Vocals
Scott Black - Guitars
Joseph Ghast - Bass and Backing Vocals
Matt Wiseman - Drums
John Wright - Keyboards
Recorded and Mixerd by Wayne Adams
Recorded at Bear Bites Horse Studio (UK)
Mastered by Tony Reed
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PALE WIZARD
RECORDS

Pale Wizard Records Presents
50 Years Later: Alice Cooper - Killer
27th November 2021

ROCK LIFESTYLE
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FATALITY RAISE FUNDS FOR MENTAL HEALTH CHARITY
Our new single ‘Eight’ was written back in early
2020 with our new drummer Jordan. It was the
first track we had written entirely as our current
lineup. ‘Eight’ is a song about struggling through
a mental health crisis. It metaphorically
describes how the dark thoughts keep coming
back to haunt you and it seems like the world is
trying to bring you down and make you give up
even though you know that isn’t the right thing
to do. It describes how depression, anxiety and
other mental illnesses can sneak up on you and
hit you hard even when you feel like you’re on
top of things and you’re happy and well within
yourself. The lyrics are a metaphorical
explanation of feeling trapped, scared and
helpless.
The lyrics are very meaningful to me personally.
While I’m not one to air out my thoughts and
feelings to the big world of the internet I’m also
an advocate for being able to express yourself to
friends, family and others that are willing to
listen and help. This song is my way of expressing how I have felt, how people I care
about have felt and how people I’ve never met
have felt. The idea behind recording and
releasing a song like this is to let everyone know
that it’s ok to feel this way, that we all go
through things like a mental health crisis and
that isn’t a thing that should be considered
shameful. It is also carries a message that you
need to reach out to your loved ones and
friends. Check in on them and be there for them
when they do try and express their feelings. We
as a band wanted to spread this message in the
only way we know, musically.
We decided amongst us to raise money for the
mental health charity, MIND with the release of
this single. Charity fundraising has always been
a main stay of any Fatality campaign. We make
music for the love of music, not to get rich or
famous (although that would be nice we have
very realistic goals). Since the release of our
first EP back in 2016 we have always campaigned
to raise money
for charities. We held our first EP release in a
small, intimate show at legendary Chelmsford
venue, Asylum and raised over £200 for local
charity SNAP. We subsequently recorded and
released a 7 track EP in 2019, ‘Prey’, in which
we toured the east of the UK culminating in a
release party in our hometown, raising just over
£500 for MIND. Then unfortunately the pandemic
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FATALITY
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hit leaving us unable to play live, tour and hold shows. So
when the time came to finally release ‘Eight’ almost one
year after its initial conception we thought let’s try and do
what we’ve always done through a different medium.
The pandemic and the related lockdowns have been
extremely hard on all of our mental health. Not just us in
the band but for friends, family, loved ones and many,
many people we know. We’ve heard stories of lost jobs,
breakdowns, break-ups, self harm and suicides. These are
all things that the wonderful, caring people of MIND deal
with on a daily basis, not only on a basis of first hand help
but in the form of campaigning and fighting for better
mental health services, raising awareness and promoting
the better understanding of people with all sorts of mental
health issues. We have a great amount of respect and love
for all the hard work that MIND carries out, especially in a
global pandemic when some people are at their lowest.
While we usually release all our music for free, we wanted
a way to ensure that we can give back anything we can to
such an amazing charity. We decided to donate £1 of every
sale of ‘Eight’ on Bandcamp to MIND. Fans of our music can
still “pay what they feel” for the single (upwards of £1)
whilst still being able to be a part of a bigger story, doing
their part to make the world a much better place for all
those that have suffered with mental illness.
Hopefully we can help to make a small difference
ourselves, but with the support of music fans maybe we
can make a big difference together.
Josh Abbott
Fatality vocalist

You can find the single ‘Eight’ at
www.FatalityBandUK.bandcamp.com
You can also donate to MIND directly by visiting
www.MIND.org.uk/donate
ROCK LIFESTYLE
MAGAZINE
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OUT NOW

ICON FOR HIRE
This months special edition is all about Icon For Hire. Featuring exclusive content
such as an interview with Ariel Bloomer & a break down of their brand new album
‘Amorphous’.

THE REVIEW
American Rock band, Icon For Hire
are back with a fiery new release &
are ready to explode back into the
rock scene. Icon For Hire released
their brand new 4th full-length
album ‘Amorphous’ on 19th February
2021.
Our Review:
‘Amorphous’ absolutely kicks butt
and is set to be one of our top
album releases of 2021! The album
so far is one of our favourite
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Releases since their iconic
‘Scripted’ album which they
released in 2011, showcasing how
the band has evolved and the
different avenues that they’ve
explored over the years.
The new album was funded by Icon
For Hire’s fan base through a
kickstarter campaign, raising over
$200,000. ‘Amorphous’ is now one
of the highest fundraising
campaigns for an album.

This wasn’t the first album that the
band raised for funds for. Their 2015
‘You Can’t Kill Us’ album raised
over $120,000, their original goal
was only $2,000. This also means
that ‘Amorphous’ raised over
$100,000 more than ‘You Can’t Kill
Us’ which is incredible.
Much like previous releases, Icon
For Hire continue to connect with
fans around the world, spreading a
very important

Mental health. The track ‘Panic
Attacks’ tells a story about Ariel
Bloomer’s personal struggles with
Anxiety, switching between Ariel as
a child questioning everything she’s
doing or has done and then back as
an adult trying to ignore the voice
in her head, trying everything she
can to make herself happy.
This is something that not many
artists or even people in general
want to talk about, but the message

In this track is that you can
overcome your inner demons, you
need to push forward and get help
from people around you to get the
support you need and deserve.
For us, the release of Amorphous is
a celebration of Icon For Hire, this
is a band that blew up on the scene
years ago, fell due to battles with
record labels but with both Ariel
Bloomer’s and Shawn Jump’s
strength, hard work, determination

And outstanding support from their audience, Icon For Hire are back on top,
inspiring people around the world, sending a powerful message to never give up
& always keep fighting for your passion and dreams.

ROCK LIFESTYLE
MAGAZINE
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THE NEW ALBUM
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OUT NOW
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This is a message that the band
continue to spread every single day
& every single time they record new
music, it’s all about their fans &
giving back to those who need it
most.

THE STRENGTH OF MUSIC
Music is one of the most popular
forms of communication when it
comes to getting a message across,
however, Icon For Hire have taken it
to another level, talking about their
own personal experiences and
putting it into a form where
listeners can listen & interact with
the band, and we don’t mean just
by commenting. The band
frequently live stream on social
media & even reply to fans emails,
showing true support to their
supporters, which in this industry is
rare to come by.
As we mentioned before, Icon for
Hire have had their battles and
have received major support from
their fan base, this ranges from
raising funds to an album to even
fighting alongside them when on the
brink of losing everything they
created.
In 2015 Icon For Hire departed ways
with their then label ‘Tooth and
Nail’ due to complications going on
behind the scenes. The label were
effectively holding the band hostage
by not allowing them to release any
new music at all.

Although, this was no easy path for the band. Tooth & Nail refused to let the band go and
resulted in Icon For Hire filing for bankruptcy and were able to finally gain their independence. In the same year, their drummer Adam Kronshagen announced his departure from the
band, originally leaving in 2015, returning & then leaving for a final time in 2016.

Icon For Hire isn’t just a band, it’s a
family that fights for one another
and that on it’s own is truly
inspiring.

Since 2016 Icon For Hire have been working extremely hard and have had tremendous
support from fans around the globe which helped them keep fighting for their dreams.
Ariel Bloomer, the bands lead vocalist, recorded a YouTube in 2016 explaining why Icon for
Hire is still around & fighting:

The band have released 2 new
albums since 2016, ‘You Can’t Kill
Us’ which was the bands first
successful release that they
released independently, funded by
fans raising over $100,000 the band
originally aimed to raise $2,016 to
fund the album. ‘You Can’t Kill Us’
features tracks such as ‘Supposed To
Be’ which has accumulated over
4million views on YouTube alone and
their track ‘Happy Hurts’ became
yet another iconic track for the
band relating directly to thousands
of people around the world,
building a stronger connection to
fans.

In the comment section of the video, they commented: “If the point of Icon For Hire was

“Icon For Hire is not only unique, they’re
powerful & Amorphous is just what you
need to hear right now”
just to get big and successful, we
might have quit last year when
things got really difficult. We won’t
stop, because you are the point.
And so many more people need to
hear these songs! Please help us
make that happen.”

WATCH OUR
EXCLUSIVE ICON FOR
HIRE INTERVIEW
(Click Here)

Their latest album ‘Amorphous’ is
set to be yet another successful
independent release, receiving

support from the likes of Rock Sound & even featuring on the cover of Spotify’s ‘Heavy Queens’ playlist. Once again this
album features tracks that people can connect to, especially with the track ‘Panic Attacks’ which tells the story of vocalist
Ariel Bloomers personal battle with Anxiety.
They also released an acoustic sessions album ‘Still Can’t Kill Us’ in 2018, these where acoustic versions of 2016 release ‘You
Can’t Kill Us’, showing that the band are diverse & have the ability to adapt to different musical styles.
The reason as to why we wanted to talk about Icon For Hire’s past is because it is truly inspirational. This is a band that
refuse to be pushed around or silence by record labels,
this isIMAGE
a band that has a dedicated fan base that supports them and
1. TITLE
they do exactly the same for their audience, which in this industry is extremely rare to find. Most people would’ve probably
Quisque commodo facilisis tellus. Integer sodales
have walked away when faced with the situations that these guys have faced, but they believed in themselves and they knew
lorem sed nisl. Morbi consectetuer mauris quis
they could push forward and create something incredible with the right support which is exactly what they got from fans
around the world.

2. TITLE IMAGE

It really shows how music is one of the strongest forms of communications in the world. The ability to self heal just by
id nibh.
Vestibulum
ultrices
in,
connecting through music is extremely powerful, Donec
helping
you process
yourmetus
own quam,
personal
struggles
& pushing you to a point
sagittis
tincidunt,
gravidarealise
et, sapien.
where you might gain the strength to ask for support.
Many
of us don’t
that Sed
music is what keeps us going, and that’s
why it’s so powerful.
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ECLIPSE RECORDS

X RISEUP
“We play music because we
bloody love to do it anytime
and anywhere, We really
want to thank Eclipse Record
for believing in our music and
signing us… it’s all still a bit
of a shock to us. We have
been preparing things for the
announcement, going through
the label’s on boarding
procedures and patiently
waiting to break the news.
Despite all that, I still wonder
if they really knew what
they’re getting into with us,
ha!“
- Marcin Stanek (Vocalist)

Polish Death-Groove Metal act, RISEUP,
have signed a worldwide deal with
Eclipse Records and are set to drop their
debut album on August 6th 2021.
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American Alt-Metal act,
Tetrarch, released their
brand new album ‘Unstable’
on Friday 30th April 2021 via
Napalm Records

And gives me the same
energy as to when Slipknot
released albums like ‘All
Hope Is Gone’ and ‘.5 The
Gray Chapter.’ This band is
truly electrifying and really
Straight from the beginning do kick-ass. Tetrarch have
of the album with the track pulled off something
“I’m Not Right” all the way somewhat rare for artists
to the last track “Trust Me” these days, particularly Rock
you can hear how much work & Metal artists. What they
these guys have put into this have done is created an
album. Each track is solid
album, in our opinion & in
what
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Seems like many other
listeners opinions, is filled it
to the brim with hit after hit.
With the right recognition,
Tetrarch could be on track to
becoming the next hugely
successful metal act. Could
this band be future
headliners for festivals such
as Download Festival? We
really do think so.

The way I would describe
Tetrarch is as if Slipknot and
Matt Tuck (Bullet For My
Valentine) had a child, with
the heavy instrumentals and
those iconic gritty vocals.
Despite hearing these slight
similarities, Tetrarch have
created their own sound and
stand out from the crowd,
and what’s even more impressive is if you listen to
each track, it’s different,
showcasing the bands many
abilities & talents.

Comparing Tetrarchs most
Overall, the new album
recent release and their
‘Unstable’ is more than mindprevious album release
blowing and the fact these
‘Freak’ which featured tracks guys have released 2 sucsuch as Oddity, you can hear cessful albums in recent
how they have evolved to
years is truly impressive.
develop their own style.
Those previous releases you We would really like to know
can really hear their
what you, our readers, think
influences coming through, about this new album.
but on this album it’s all
Tetrarch. Like I said, there Let us know by contact us via
are some similar sounds, but our website
Tetrarch really have
www.RockLifestyle.co.uk or
developed their own sound. via social media.

Te t r a r c h U n s t a b l e
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3.)

1.)

4.)

2.)

(in our opinion)

TOP 10 LEGENDARY ARTISTS
OF ALL TIME
6.)

5.)
9.)
8.)

7.)
10.)
Do you agree with our Top 10 Legendary
artists list?
Why not send us your own list by emailing us
at RockLifestyleUK@gmail.com and we’ll
include it on our website!
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FEATURED PARTNERS

Both Rock Lifestyle UK and its partners would like to thank you all for
downloading our first issue of Rock Lifestyle Magazine.
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We are extremely passionate about what we do, and we always want to
make sure that we are doing the best we can to support upcoming artists
around the world.
With that being said, the next section is completely dedicated to new
music that has been released in the last few months & will also feature
some upcoming releases that we think you should keep your ears open for.
If you’re an artist, PR agency or management that would like to feature in
our free magazine, please contact us today.
Once again, thank you all for your support. See you in Issue#2!

NEW
RELEASES

NEW RELEASES

BURN IN THE FLOOD
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British Rock Act, Broken Links released their brand new album
“Conflict::States” on Friday 30th April 2021.

Freshly formed UK-Based, Dead Romantic, released their first single ‘Yesterday’ from move forward, it says ‘I’m not going to allow you to make me feel like this, you’re not
their upcoming album ‘Voices’ out on 25th June 2021.
going to drag me down,’” says vocalist Dan Taylor.

Broken Links express melodic and hook laden alternative rock that is
dark, haunting and potent. Loaded with atmospheric guitars, mel
ancholic vocals and electronic soundscapes.

Yesterday’, a hook heavy blend of alternative rock and pop metal, is “a song about
refusing to be consumed by negativity or darkness from a toxic relationship. It’s a
message to anyone who feels down or stuck in a dark place to break free from it and

Originally drawing influences from the likes of the Manic Street
Preachers, Depeche Mode and Nine Inch Nails to The Chemical
Brothers and Massive Attack, Broken Links have meticulously
formulated a highly unique sound that is stacked with integrity and is
utterly all-conquering. The three piece consist of Mark Lawrence
(Vocals/Guitars), Lewis Betteridge (Bass) and Phil Boulter (Drums) and
hail from Eastleigh. Since their inception in 2008, the threesome have
constantly pushed boundaries, endeavouring with much success to
create new pathways and avenues for their ever evolving sound.

10/10

Drummer Adam Breeze says of the shoot, “It was SO cold! Like minus 10 degrees or
something. We couldn’t feel our fingers for 2 days afterwards.”
The forthcoming album ‘Voices’, produced by the bands guitarist Mike Krompass, who
is also a multi-platinum record producer, features collaborations with Zakk Cervini
(Yungblud, Bring Me The Horizon, Architects), Emmy Winner and siz time Grammy
Nominated songwriter Steve Diamond (Orianthi, Eric Clapton), and is matered by Ted
Jensen (Bring Me The Horizon, Bad Flower).
Expressing a sound that draws from the heaviest riffs to radio pop sensibilities, listeners
can expect bleeding powerful riffs, crushing groovers, and anthemic vocals from the
album.

Vocalist Mark said that the new album is an angry declaration aimed at
the current state of the world. “People are living in a world where they
think they have choices. There are no choices. We’re on borrowed time.
This album is a statement of awareness to all the shit holding society
back.”

I checked out the new album and I was pleasantly introduced to an incredible trio that’ll now have a forever spot in my music library. Broken Links have certainly developed a
sound that is unique but is also familiar to those who are fans of the likes of Depeche Mode and The Manic Street Preachers. They’ve taken their influences and adapted the sounds
of those who inspire them to form their own sound, and they’ve done it so well that now, if you play a Broken Links track, you can tell them apart. What’s even better is that each
track on this album is different, they all have their own story and vibe to them, for example Antibiotics is slightly heavier in sound than the track ‘Pioneers’ which is a brilliant
thing to have when creating an album, it creates a distinction between each track allowing you to follow the story being told & listen to the different sounds throughout the album.
My personal favourite track on the album is “Pioneers”, it’s a song that you’ll very quickly be singing along to and honestly, you’ll have it stuck in your head for days on end. I
seem to be quite a big fan for artists that release this type of music, with bands like Depeche Mode & Centre Excuse already in my playlist, these guys are here to stay.
Each track on this album is incredible, and I can happily say there is not a single track that I skip over. When you listen to Conflict::States, listen to it in order for the best
experience, Broken Links really do take you on a journey.
US - Alt-Metal Act, Stoneside, released their debut single ‘History of Violence’
on 16th April 2021.
STONESIDE are comprised of Crane (writer, vocals, instruments and coarranger) and Wheeler (drummer and co-arranger), and were officially formed
in Brookshire, Texas, USA, during the 2020 pandemic. The roots of the group,
however, run much deeper, tracing back to front-man Crane’s loss of a beloved
family member to Lou Gehrig’s Disease. Feeling desperate for the words and
guidance of his lost relative, Crane began seeking out age old mystical means
of communicating with the deceased. This pursuit continued for years, resulting
in numerous intense and captivating stories that begged to be told. This is
where STONESIDE comes in, as the vehicle in which to express and
memorialise these stories. Each song that STONESIDE create reflects a
particular person’s life and death journey – the highs and lows, and the
triumphs and regrets.

The accompanying cinematic music video was shot in the middle of February; the first
day on top of Bamford Edge in Yorkshire and the second at Jervaulx Abbey, an ancient
ruin.

Guitarist Mike Krompass says “We’ve made the record we’ve always wanted to create,
completely unchained, raw, and filled with the best elements of everything we love
about music. There’s a little bit of metal and a lot of rock that we hope can connect with
people around the globe”.

10/10
With Dead Romantic working with some of the most well-respected people in the industry, the bands new album ‘Voices’ could prove to be a huge hit for the band, and
honestly the new single ‘Yesterday’ is exactly that, with already accumulating over 710,000 views on YouTube alone.
Dead Romantic are a breathe of fresh air, with vocalist Dan Taylors gritty powerful vocals, Mike Krompasss electrifying guitars, Chris Harrocks wave-pulsating bass and
Adam Breeze earthquake pounding drums, these guys are hear to blow you away and are already in course to becoming one of the biggest hits in 2021.
The new single is incredible, I’ve personally already listened to it 5 times over and will be adding it to my personal playlist, because with a track like this, the only way
you should be listening to it, is with the volume set to 100 and all the windows down to let everyone else know you’re listening to Dead Romantics.
The release of ‘Voices’ is just over a month away and I just want to hear more. I have a feeling that when this album drops, it’s gonna blow up. With the band already
stating it ranges between Metal and Rock, it’ll also be quite interesting to see how they’ve pulled off a multi-genre album and how it all transitions.
They Fell From The Sky released their debut single ‘Dry’ on April 5th 2021 and
have just dropped their brand new single ‘Crush This World’ on 7th May 2021.
The band is a rock studio project created by Colin Doran (Hundred Reasons)
and Jason Bowld (Bullet For My Valentine, Pitchshifter). These two incredible
musicians got together for Jasons collaborative project ‘This Is Menace’. They
then started writing with Dave Draper and completed the line up with Lee
Erinmez (Snuff) and Oly Edkins.

Although STONESIDE are a new band, Crane and Wheeler have worked
together on several musical projects. So, when Crane had the vision to start
STONESIDE, it was a natural fit for Wheeler to join the ranks. With so much
recent uncertainty in the world, the duo poured their energy into writing and creating music. They converted an old shed into a recording studio and set about recording tracks for
their debut release.

Once in the studio the band’s songwriting flourished and an album began to take
shape, blending the multiple of styles each member brought to the table. The
songs started to flow and the sounded honed to make the unique sound-writing
juggernaut that is ‘They Fell From The Sky’.

10/10

The alt-metallers’ engulfing new single, History Of Violence, is as emotive as it is savage. With a gargantuan hook and lo-slung pummelling groove, meshed with majestic ethereal
ambience, the single is destined to soar. The track is also said to have a sinister backstory.
“Down here in Texas, there is a place called the Prison Farm Cemetery. After the Civil War ended in the south, people had to give up their slaves, so two intelligent but horrible
men decided to open a private prison. Instead of slaves working the fields, this was now a job for the inmates. It was called “‘The hell on the Brazos River” because so many
inmates died from exhaustion, heat stroke, and harsh beatings. Even the prison guards perished. They were buried here. This song is the internal dialogue of a prison guard and an
inmate, both who died. The video’s director, Andrew Vaughn, wanted to approach it from a religious aspect. Both men shared the same religion, a religion of peace and love, yet
here they were locked in struggle and a brutal death that had nothing to do with peace, love and understanding”.
When listening to the bands debut single, I was almost quite literally shaken to the core, I mean how is this a debut single!? With such limited space to write this review, I think
there is only one word to describe it, and that is MIND BLOWING, and I mean that, you will NOT be dissapointed with this debut single.
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Colin Doran said that the new track ‘Crush This World’ is about how “most
relationships have issues because of outside influences. The song is a romantic
juggernaut telling the world to F*** Off and let people just get on with being
together” he explains.
They Fell From The Sky have created something truly awesome, putting together multiple different styles to create one “juggernaut” album is inspiring, it shows that no
matter what your style is, there is a way to create the music that you love. Upon listening to their earlier single ‘Dry’ I was pleasantly surprised, the track is incredible
and is certainly one that you need to listen on full blast. I found myself singing along to it, especially with the catchy chorus and those drums that make you wanna headbang. I do have to say though, at first I did think of the similarities with Rise Against, most likely with the vocals sounding quite similar, but other than that these guys
have crafted their own world crushing sound and I absolutely love it!

9/10

Of course, I had to check out the next single ‘Crush This World’ which is exactly what I expected, absolutely incredible. This is now two tracks that they have created
that are easy to sing along to and just make you want to head-bang & dance around in a muddy field with thousands of people.
Overall, this genre of music isn’t usually my cup of tea, but honestly it is brilliantly put together and ‘Dry’ is slowly becoming one of my favourite tracks of 2021, and
I’m sure Crush This World will probably creep up there also. Bring on the album!
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As Everything Unfolds is one of the key artists that we are watching very
closely over the next year or so. The band released their debut album ‘Within
Each Lies The Other’ on 26th March 2021 and it has smashed the sound-waves
like no other.

The first track I heard from this band was “On The Inside” and I was addicted from the
minute that this track started, I must’ve replayed it so many times within the first hour. It’s a
track that makes you want to dance, sing along, head-bang & honestly wish you was
witnessing this incredible talent live. I’ve been so hypnotised by this track, that I’ve only
just gotten around to listening to the full album, and as I expected I was not disappointed
The band is like if Paramore’s Hayley Williams had a baby with Dreamstate, it whatsoever. As the album progresses the tracks get heavier and heavier, and Charlie’s
is that incredible. This band is definitely one to keep a close eye on, if they keep vocals get more and more demon-like, and the rest of the band have done an incredible job
going how they are now, they could very quickly become headline status at
putting together the sound to support those insane vocals, adding more suspense &
festivals, and yes that is how blown away we are by these guys.
awesomeness to each track.
There is one track on the album that I just cannot stop replaying and the music
video for On This Inside makes me want to be at that shoot, because it looked
like so much damn fun. Vocalist Charlie Rolfe’s voice is so unique and much
like Paramore and Dreamstate, make the band stand out from the crowd, going
from those punky vocals to those devil-like screams & growls, it is truly
impressive. Charlie is becoming one of my top vocalists of all time, right up
there with the likes of Maria Brinks (In This Moment), Josh Fore (Tetrarch) and
Lzzy Hale (Halestorm). All of these incredible talents stand out from the crowd
with nothing more than there incredible vocals & presence.

The band have hit the sound-waves so hard, they’re already booked for Download Festival
2022, which proves how incredible this band really is. (I’ve said incredible a lot, but they
are INCREDIBLE!) Now it may sound like I’m fan-boying but if you listen to this album I
can gaurantee you’ll be the same. As Everything Unfolds is THE band to watch over the
next year.

10/10

Virginia Beach Alt-Metal act, Magg Dylan, released their brand new single “Pawns” on April 13th 2021 via Eclipse Records.
The new single is a blistering anthem for the Spring and is all about the lack of unity over the novel virus. "This song has a very deep meaning
for us, and it is a lot heavier than most of the songs from our full-length Amethyst" says lead singer Suzanne De Iulio. "We shot this video
exactly 365 days after we shot Delusional with the same director - Digital Thunderdome and they are masters of their craft. The School Bus
Graveyard was a perfect location for this video because it signifies abandonment, and I think this really conveys the overwhelming emotions in
the song. This was our first experience with a drone camera and that was epic, making for some big shots." Bassist Les Moseley adds, "it was
a bone-chilling day and night… freezing! If we were doing anything outside of something for this band it certainly would have been in our top
5 most miserable days because I could feel every degree of that day through every little rip in my jeans and I can only imagine how Suzie felt.
Thankfully, Scott, Desiree and the rest of the crew kept us on point and handled everything so professionally. I don't think we could've
managed without them!"
So far the band have only released 1 LP and 2 singles since their debut last year, but they’re really kicking up a storm, with their latest single
achieving over 76,000 views on YouTube alone and with over 5,000 followers on Facebook, these guys & gals aren’t here to mess around.
They’re here to kick butt & to create something different to stand out from the rest.
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Overall, ‘Pawns’ is a kick-ass track and showcases all of the bands skills and talents all in one song. Magg Dylan themselves, to me, is quite
different from other bands that we have come across. Upon listening to them for the first time, it’s easy to assume they’re like any other metal
act out there, but they’re far from it. I can definitely see why they covered Alanis Morissette’s “You Oughta Know” because Magg Dylan is
like if Morrissette herself dived into the metal scence, but despite the similarities, they’ve still added their own unique sound which is what
sets them apart. In fact, it’s a bit like of Alanis Morrissette, Hands Off Gretel and In This Moment merged together. With Alanis on vocals,
Hands Off Gretels punk rock attitude + gritty vocals and In This Moment on lyrics and backing track. This band are truly special and we
cannot wait to see what else they have in store for us all.
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UPCOMING RELEASES

11 - 06 - 21

BURN IN THE FLOOD
28 - 05 - 21

11 - 06 - 21
Between The Richness

14 - 05 - 21

28 - 05 - 21

21 - 05 - 21

15 - 10 - 21
STYL

16 - 07 - 21
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Spin The Bottle
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LIVE EVENTS

•
Music Features and Reviews
•
Twitch Stream Team
•
Gaming Reviews & News
•
PR and Managemen Consultancy
•
Guaranteed Review Scheme
Visit www.invictamagazine.com

Free Artist Promotion
Website Design & Management
Design Hire (Artwork)
Merchandising
Digital Magazine
Contact us today at RockLifestyleUK@gmail.com to enquire about our services.
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Rock Lifestyle UK is proud to sponsor Derby Alt Fest 2021.
Dates: 14th - 17th October 2021
Buy Tickets: https://bit.ly/32VwYs5

